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Tools & Accessories 

EZ-One Woodworking 
Center-EZT1000 
The EZSMART EZ-One 
Woodworking Center can 
break down sheet goods like a 
panel saw, make repeat cuts 
like a table saw and cut to 
length like a miter saw. Our 
industrial grade track & 
patented bridge eliminates 
pushing material against the 
forces of a spinning blade, bit 
or knife. All cuts are made 
safely without tear-out or 
kick-back. 
 

Universal Edge Guide - EZUEGSB1 
 Turn almost any circular saw into a precision 
cutting system with the EZSMART Universal 
Edge Guide. Your circular saw mounted on 
our saw base takes your cutting experience to a 
whole new level of safety and precision, 
putting you in total control. Attach the 
EZSMART Universal Saw Base to the 
EZSMART Universal Edge Guide, set it to 24” 
wide, and you can cut down 4’ x 8’ panels, 
even in the vertical position, safely. Remove it 
from the EZSMART Universal Edge Guide, 
and it can be used on EZSMART Guide Rails. 
Lightweight, compact and portable, there is no 
faster, safer way to make straight, repeatable 
cuts.  
 



 

Clamping Bench System & Clamping Bench Top 
  EZT300,                          EZT3001

         
From the size of the work surface, to the number of clamping points, the 
EZSMART clamping Bench is unrivaled and will enable you to easily handle 
all of your assembly, joining, routing, drilling, sanding and other 
woodworking projects. The EZSMART Clamping Bench Top provides 8 
clamping points allowing you to position your work exactly where you want it!  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

               

                        
  

Multiform Master Table-
EZT2000 & Table Top Kit-
EZT2300 
Compatible with all EZSMART 
extrusions and tools, you can 
transform from a tool stand to an 
extendable top in minutes 
simply by inserting the 
extrusions that hold the 
sacrificial wood. With the 
EZSMART Multiform Table 
Top Kit and your own wood, 
you can build your own 
extendable top. Simply screw 
the 8 pieces of extrusion to your 
bench or a sheet of 4’ x 2’ 
plywood, insert your sacrificial 
wood into the plastic extrusion 
and then slide the two 
extrusions together. You can 
now extend the pieces out to 
support a full 4’ x 8’ panel for 
working or cutting.  



 

 

Miter Square & Handle Combo - EZSHC200 
Switch from squaring panels, cutting large panels, cross cutting 
lumber and narrow pieces, all with the same setup. No clamps 
are needed as the Miter Square handle is designed to apply 
pressure to the materials acting like a clamp as you move 
between cuts, safely and accurately, without removing the saw 
from the EZSMART Guide Rail. (Included in the Cabinet Maker 
Set). Lightweight and portable, the EZSMART Square and 
Handle Combination attaches easily, without tools, to the 
EZSMART Guide Rail. 
Cabinet Maker Set - EZCMS100 
Now you can switch from squaring panels, cutting large panels, 
cross cutting lumber and narrow pieces, all with the same setup.  
Lightweight and portable, the EZSMART Cabinet Maker Set 
attaches easily, without tools, to the EZSMART Guide Rail. No 
clamps are needed as the Miter Square handle is designed to 
apply pressure to the materials acting like a clamp as you move 
between cuts, safely and accurately, without removing the saw 
from the EZSMART Guide Rail. With the repeater arm attached, 
you can make accurate repeat cuts, without measuring, up to 36 
inches on the right hand side of the blade or 42 inches on the 
left hand side of the blade. 
Repeater Set - EZREP1500 
Make easy straight and tapered repeatable cuts without 
measuring and marking the materials. OurRepeater installs 
easily without the need for tools and are the ideal accessory to 
the Guide Rail. 
Super Smart Routing Kit - EZR2000 
Make straight and uniform fluted columns, long and clean dado 
cuts, precise sliding dovetails, repeatable mortise and tenon 
joinery, sweeping arcs, and duplicate odd shaped pieces 
unleash your routers full potential. The EZSMART Super Smart 
Routing Kit gives you this control along the X, Y, & Z axis.. 
Super Smart Routing Kit Replacement Base EZR2500 
Quickly and easily switch from one router to another using our 
Routing Kit. Our Kit also has the ability to mount other tools to 
this base such as a Jigsaw, Dremel tool, and more! 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Smart Tools 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
             
 
 
 
 
 

*Voted best in anti-chip protection by Fine Home Building on both sides of cut 
* Voted best in straightness and connection by WOOD Magazine * Voted best 
in Home Tech by This Old House* 
 
Confidently and safely use your own circular saw mounted on the EZSMART 
Universal Saw Base and Guide Rail. You’ll make long precise rip cuts, cross 
cuts, and angle cuts.  With your wood captive under the track there is no danger 
of kickback. The saw follows the track and puts you in complete control. 

Tracks & Extrusions 

Whether you’re cutting small custom 
pieces or ripping 4 X 8 sheet goods our 
Track Systems come in various lengths 
from 36 inches up to 118 inches to help 
you tackle that project! 



 

 

EZSMART 3”& 6” Bench Clamps 
 Use the EZSMART 3” & 6” Reach Bench Clamps on 
any of the EZSMART workbenches or tables to hold 
and secure your project, on the top, underneath, on 
the side, just about anywhere you wish. They are 
designed to be used in conjunction with all of the 
different types of extrusion created by Eurekazone 
that have channels. 
 3” Bench Clamps - EZCLAMPB3 

• Jaw accommodates stock up to 3-¼ thick. 
6” Bench Clamps - EZCLAMPB6 

• Jaw accommodates stock up to 6-¼ thick. 
• Clamps will rotate through a full 360°. 
• Applies pressure where you need to secure your 

stock or project for processing, gluing, or 
assembly. 

Smart Clamps 
Use the EZSMART Clamp on any of the EZSMART 
workbenches or tables to hold and secure your 
project, on the top, underneath, on the side, just 
about anywhere you wish. They are designed to be 
used in conjunction with all of the different types of 
extrusion created by Eurekazone that have channels.  
The “Regular & “Deep” Smart Clamps are perfect 
clamp for the EZsmart Track Saw Systems. 360 
Degree Rotation for multiple clamping set ups 

• Non-marring PVC tip jaw. 
• PVC tip prevents slipping and walking of 

material.  
• Ideal for use on softer woods or finished 

surfaces. 
Regular Smart Clamps - EZCLAMPREG 

• Jaw accommodates stock up to 2-¼ thick. 
Deep Smart Clamps - EZCLAMPD 

• Jaw accommodates stock up to 4-¼ thick. 
Hold Down Clamps - EZCLAMPHD 

• Jaw accommodates stock up to 5-¼ thick. 

  

Clamps & Systems 



 

Available Clamping Packages
 
 
 
 
 
    
  
       6” Bench Clamp Twin Pack           3” Bench Clamp Twin Pack         Bench Clamp Starter Pack 
                      EZCLAMPB62                    EZCLAMPB32   EZCLAMPBSTARTER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Bench Clamp Combo Pack          Ultimate Clamp Pack Smart Clamp Upgrade 
  EXCLMPCOMBO1         EZCLAMPULTB                      EXCLAMPUP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 Smart Clamp Regular (Set 0f 2)           Smart Clamp Deep (Set of 2)     Hold Down Clamp (Set of 2) 
 EZCLAMPR2             EZCLAMPD2        EZCLAMPHD2 

 

 

  
 

           
 
 
 
                      
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
               
              
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Smart Clamping System - 
EZCLAMPSYS 
 Safely and accurately cut the 
narrowest strips of material, 
secure narrow stock and 
perform straight, tapered or 
mitered cuts, ideal for making 
cabinet fillers, and other small 
parts. The EZSMART Clamping 
System is the safe and accurate 
solution to many difficult cuts. 



 

Track Saw System Accessories 
   Universal Saw Base Insert Pack - EZUSBINPK 

The EZSMART Universal Saw Base Insert Pack contains each 
of the inserts needed to provide anti-kickback protection and 
chip free cuts when using the EZSMART Universal Saw Base. 
The width of blades vary and create different kerfs, to ensure 
that you maintain “zero clearance” on each side of the blade, 
you should have “off rail” and “on rail” ant-chip inserts 
prepared for the blade that you are using.  
Anti-Chip Edge - EZACE 
EZSMART Anti-Chip Edge provides for “Zero Clearance” on 
the “guide rail” side of the saw blade and can be easily 
removed for replacement. Once installed and prepared, the 
EZSMART Anti-Chip Edge is unique to the angle of the cut 
and the kerf of the saw blade used. Purchase separate lengths 
of EZSMART Anti-Chip Edge for each of your commonly made 
angled cuts or when a blade change is made that creates a 
significant variation in the kerf. Sold in Packs of 3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
  

EZ Ready Power Tools 

Our Universal Saw base can be fitted to most  left or right handed  6-1/2, 
7-1/4, and 8-1/4 circular saws currently on the market including our very 

own EZ Smart saw! 
  No need to purchase a specialty saw!  
(Track shown for demo purposes only) 



 
 

 

WHO WE ARE 

Like you we enjoy woodworking! Whether you build homes for a 
living, create small garden sheds for yourself or make and repair 
furniture for your family and friends. Our system allows you the 
woodworker  to feel confident and inspired  while working on 
your project. The EZ Smart system merely adapts and expands 
the woodworking process by using power tools you already own. 
Our facility is located in Ocala, Florida where we manufacture 
what you see in this brochure. Most of the materials used are 
sourced right here in the United States including Ocala, Orlando, 
Kentucky, New Jersey and California. We enjoy what we do here 
in Florida and hope you enjoy using our tools too! 
 

You can visit us on the web: 
Eurekazone.com 

Or Call 
1-352-620-2262 

Monday-Friday  
 

EurekaZone LLC  
1904 NE Jacksonville Road  

Ocala, Fl 34470 


